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AILANI – the new semantic search machine

AILANI
your gateway to deeper knowledge



Ask AILANI

What increases the temperature leading to superconducting?

How much CO2 is released into the atmosphere?

How many genes participate in the yeast cell cycle?

What dissolves nylon?

What is the Mooney viscosity of butadiene styrene rubber?

What are elastomers?

Who won the nobel prize in economics?

How to treat schizophrenia?

What gene is associated with speech?

Who investigated the yeast sec mutants?

What are efficient organocatalysts?



AILANI means more than just search

Make use of inferred and hidden knowledge
and accelerate your innovation cycle

Raise your productivity 
and increase the chance of technological breakthroughs

Be an early adopter 
and gain an edge over your competitors

Integrate public and proprietary knowledge 
for better decisions

Transfer knowledge efficiently 
within your team

Keep the know-how in your company 
even if a knowledge carrier leaves



Artificial intelligence (AI), natural language processing and ontologies

Semantic Objects

(Growing Meta Ontology / 

Semantic Network)

tagging

indexing
Semantic Search Results 

combining:

- Results from natural language queries

Machine learning system

-Results matching with „beliefs“

NLP query parser

- Results on scientific concepts and 

subsequent manual filtering

NLP Algorithms

Beliefs

(Triples + Evidence)

Global Search

Additional 

specialized Searches

Spezialized

data detectors

OCR, OSR,

pattern detectors

Inhouse Documents

News Archive

Unstructured data

Chemical Search

Public / Proprietary

Data Resources

Structured data



Keyword results

Gain deeper insight with AILANI

Results panel

Drill-down relevant results based 

on public/proprietary data

Info box with context information based 

on public and proprietary data

AI suggestions

AI answers

Search journey with smart 

breadcrumbs



Want a demo?

Test AILANI for free at https://ailani.ai or 
let‘s arrange a meeting for a personal demo and consultation at ailani@biomax.com.

https://ailani.ai/


Feel free to contact us any time

Biomax Informatics AG

Robert-Koch-Straße 2

82152 Planegg

Germany

www.biomax.com/ailani

Tel: +49 89 895 574-0

ailani@biomax.com


